**PROCESS ENGINEERING**

- Collaborate with our food scientists and process engineers to troubleshoot process and product problems.
- Dedicated departments to solution architect a new product focus on existing equipment.

**RETOFITS**

- Virtual diagnostics to troubleshoot and diagnose emergency repairs or modifications needed to divert production focus.
- A variety of options to retrofit most old cookers, mixers and tumbler to add on new automation to increase longevity and functionality.

**TRIALS & TESTING**

- Our team of experts work with your recipes and formulations to create a test of your process on our specialized equipment. You create the details, we do the sourcing and logistics.
- Live streaming video of your product trial from our innovation center to your desktop along with CookerCloud™ data stream displaying real-time metrics.

**COMMISSIONING**

- Easy to follow Installation Guide with a detailed approach.
- All aspects of IQ, OQ, PQ validated with 24 hour, 7 days a week support by our service engineers.

Blentech has always made it our goal to stay closely connected to our customers. From the moment we begin collaborating on your solution, through the project engineering process and all the way to commissioning and beyond. We’ve become experts at staying close from a distance. Which is why our offering of remote services is unique to Blentech. Something our competitors just can’t compete with. Our team of experts - food scientists, process engineers, service engineers with decades of industry experience - are uniquely trained to solution architect many processor issues as well as commission your equipment virtually. Let us know what you need - we are at the ready.

Allow us to partner with you virtually anywhere around the world.